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1. Introduction
In this paper we consider integral functionals of the form
I(u)=|
T
0
F(u(t), u$(t)) dt
where the integrand is independent of the time variable t. It is well known
that when the integrand is positively homogeneous with respect to the
second variable, the value of the integral depends only on the curve C
associated to u, i.e. it is constant on a suitably defined equivalence class of
functions describing the curve. When the condition of homogeneity is not
fulfilled the value of the integral depends on the representative chosen in
the equivalence class. In this paper we consider the (nonhomogeneous)
case F(u, u$)= g(u)+ f (u$) and address the problem of minimizing the
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functional I(u) on AC , the set of absolutely continuous representatives of
C. We consider the minimum problem
PC : Minimize |
I
[ g(v(t))+ f (v$(t))] dt, v # AC .
It is convenient to consider the auxiliary functional
I (u, ,)=|
I _ g(u(t))+ f \
u$(t)
,$(t)+& ,$(t) dt.
where u is fixed in AC and , varies in the class of nondecreasing absolutely
continuous maps of [0, T ] into itself; when , is an homeomorphism, the
value I (u, ,) equals I(u b ,&1).
The investigation of this functional cannot be based on standard
coercivity methods: even in the simple case of superlinear growth given by
f (u$)=(u$)2, , [ I(u, ,) has at most a linear growth at infinity. We cannot
rule out the occurrence of bad minimizing sequences by simple arguments
based on the values of the functional: example 1 below describes f, g, u such
that the difference between the true minimum (attained, as it will be shown
in the present paper) and the limit value of the functional computed along
a sequence of parametrizations, ,n , converging pointwise to the Vitali
Cantor function, is less than one. Hence for this problem the behaviour of
the functional along very bad sequences does not differ in a noticeable way
from the behaviour on an actually minimizing sequence; to establish the
existence of the minimum, the proof must be based on more accurate
analysis of the properties of minimizing sequences.
We consider a general class of functions f, convex and bounded below,
without assuming any growth condition. Easy examples show that this
class of integrands is too wide to yield the existence of the minimum for the
problem PC . However, in the Representation Theorem below, for every f in
this class, we show the existence of a U C # AC and of a nondecreasing
absolutely continuous map , : [0, T ]  [0, T ] such that
inf
v # AC
|
I
[ g(v(t))+ f (v$(t))] dt=I(U C , , )
=|
I _ g(U C(t))+ f \
U C $(t)
, $(t) +& , $(t) dt.
In addition to this formula we provide EulerLagrange type conditions
satisfied by the pair (U C , , ). The uniqueness theorem presented in section
4, states that, under the very same assumptions on f and g as in the
representation theorem, solutions to the EulerLagrange conditions are
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unique (in a suitable class and up to homeomorphisms). Hence finding a
solution to the EulerLagrange conditions is equivalent to finding the pair
(U C , , ), supplied by the representation theorem, yielding the infimum of
problem PC .
Again in section 4 the representation theorem is applied to yield a
sufficient condition (in the form of an inequality on f, g and the curve itself)
for the existence of a minimum of PC in the class of absolutely continuous
representatives (Theorem 5). Such a condition is always verified, for
instance, when f is coercive.
As a consequence of all the previous results we obtain an existence
theorem for the classical problem of the calculus of variations:
(P1) minimize |
I
[ g(u(t))+ f (u$(t))] dt u(0)=a u(T )=b,
u # W 1, 1(I, Rn)
under a growth condition on f strictly weaker than the standard super-
linear growth (Theorem 5).
Although the problems considered in this paper do not seem to appear
elsewhere in the literature, we mention, for related results on noncoercive
problems, the papers [AAB], [BD], [BM], [Cl2], [CL], [CV].
2. Preliminaries, Notations, and Main Assumptions
Throughout the paper we shall consider a pair of functions f and g
satisfying the following assumption
Assumption (H ) {g # C(R
n, R),
f # C 1(Rn, R),
g0
f 0, f strictly convex
We introduce the real function E defined as
E( y) =def f ( y)&( y, {f ( y)) .
The following properties are consequences of assumption (H ) and can be
easily verified:
(P1) for every y # Rn the map
R+ % *  f \y*+ *
is convex;
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(P2) for every y # Rn the map
R+ % *  E \y*+
is monotone increasing;
(P3) E(0)= f (0)E( y) for any y # Rn and, for every $>0 there
exists 4($)>0 such that
E( y)E(0)&$ O | y|4($)
lim
$  +
4($)=+;
(P4) for every L, N, k there exists 4 such that
f \y*+ *4
on the set [( y, *) : | y|k, E(y*)L, *N ].
Set I=[0, T ]; on C(I, Rn)_C(I, Rn) we introduce the following equiv-
alence relations: utv if for every =>0 there exists an increasing
homeomorphism h= : [0, T ]  [0, T ] such that &u b h=&v&<=. Every
equivalence class is an oriented Fre chet curve, denoted by C. We call AC
the set of absolutely continuous elements of C. Any rectifiable curve C
admits an absolutely continuous representative s [ Y(s), the arc length
parametrization of C. In this paper we consider only rectifiable curves and
call LC the length of the curve C. We will use the reduced arc length
parametrization UC : [0, T ]  Rn, UC(t)=def Y((LCT) t); clearly UC
belongs to AC . Given u # AC , setting s(t)=(TLC) t0 |u$(r)| dr, we have
u(t)=UC (s(t)), t # [0, T ]. We will consider the following set
8 =def [, # W 1, 1(I, R) : ,(0)=0, ,(T )=T, ,$(t)0
almost everywhere in I ],
endowed with the topology induced by the L1 norm of the derivative:
&,&8=&,$&1 . With these notations
AC=[UC b ,, , # 8]. (2.1)
We also introduce the set of the absolutely continuous increasing
homeomorphisms of the interval [0, T ] onto itself
8+=[, # W 1, 1(I, R) : ,(0)=0, ,(T )=T, ,$(t)>0
almost everywhere in I ].
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We have
Proposition 1. The absolutely continuous map , belongs to 8+ if and
only if ,&1 belongs to 8+
The purpose of this paper is to study the functional
AC % v [ |
I
[ g(v(t))+ f (v$(t))] dt=I(v),
in particular to investigate the minimum problem
PC : Minimize |
I
[ g(v(t))+ f (v$(t))] dt, v # AC .
For a given u # AC and for , # 8+, we have
|
I
[ g(u b ,&1(t))+ f ((u b ,&1)$ (t)))] dt=|
I _g(u(t))+ f \
u$(t)
,$(t)+& ,$(t) dt.
We call I(u, ,) the functional defined by
8 % , [ I(u, ,) =def |
I _ g(u(t))+ f \
u$(t)
,$(t)+& ,$(t) dt,
so that, in particular,
|
I
[ g(u(t))+ f (u$(t))] dt=I (u, id ),
and
I(u b ,&1, id )=I(u, ,), , # 8+. (2.2)
As a first consequence of the assumptions on f we can extend the
functional , [ I(u, ,) to the whole 8. To this purpose we extend the map
R+ % *  f \u$(t)* + *
in *=0 by setting
f \u$(t)0 + 0 =def lim*  0+ f \
u$(t)
* + *
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remarking that, by (P1), this limit exists in [0, +] for almost every t.
On the borellian I_[0, +[ the resulting map is a Caratheodory
function, hence (by Proposition 1.1 p. 234 of [ET]) is a normal
integrand, and, by Proposition 1.4 p. 238 of [ET], we infer the lower
semicontinuity of the functional 8 % , [ I(u, ,). The convex set 8, as a
subset of W 1, 1(I, R), is weakly closed, recalling (P1) and Theorem 1.2 p. 49
of [D] we have that the same functional is weakly lower semicontinuous
on 8.
In the following we will need also to extend the map E, setting
E \u$(t)0 + =def lim*  0+ E \
u$(t)
* + # [&, E(0)].
We recall also the following well known result (Ekeland’s principle, see
[S], p. 48):
Theorem. Let (X, d ) be a complete metric space and let F : X 
R _ [+] be a lower semicontinuous function, bounded from below. Then
for every x0 # X and =>0 such that
F(x0) inf
x # X
F(x)+=
there exists an x= # X such that
F(x=)<F(x)+=d(x, x=), for any x{x= .
We shall use the following notations: + is the Lebesgue measure; for
J/I, J c=I"J, /J is the characteristic function of J.
Given u # C(I, Rn) we set
mg, u =
def
min
t # I
g(u(t)).
3. The Representation Theorem
Example 1. Consider g(u)=|u|, f (u$)=- 1+(u$)2, I=[0, 1] and
UC(t)=d(t, K ), where K is the Cantor ternary set. Remark that, for almost
every t # I, |U $C (t)|=1 and that, for , # 8,
I(UC , ,)=|
1
0 _d(t, K )+ f \
1
,$(t)+& ,$(t) dt>1.
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We use, now, the standard construction of the sequence [,n]n # N/8
pointwise converging to the VitaliCantor function.
Consider I and call, as usual (see [WZ] pp. 3435),
Ih, 1=\ 13h ,
2
3h+ , ..., Ih, 2h&1=\
3h&2
3h
,
3h&1
3h +
the intervals removed at the k th step, so that the set removed up to n is
An= .
n
h=1
.
2h&1
j=1
Ih, j .
Set Kn=I"An , so that Kn  K, +(An)=1&(23)n  1 and +(Kn)=
(23)n  0. Let ,n # 8 be defined by setting
,$n=
1
+(Kn)
/Kn , ,n(t)=|
t
0
,$n({) d{ t # [0, 1].
We show, now, that
I(UC , ,n)=|
1
0 _d(t, K )+ f \
1
,$n(t)+& ,$n(t) dt ww
n   2.
In fact
|
1
0
f \ 1,$n(t)+ ,$n(t) dt=|
1
0
/An(t) dt+|
1
0 
1
+(Kn)2
+1 /Kn(t) dt
=+(An)++(Kn)  1+(Kn)2+1 ww
n   2
and
|
1
0
d(t, K ) ,$n(t) dt=
1
+(Kn)
:

k=n+1
2k&1 \ 12 } 3k+
2
=
1
28 \
1
3+
n
wwn   0.
Notice that the Existence theorem of section 4 applies to this example,
proving that the infimum is attained on AC .
Proposition 2. Let f, g satisfy assumption (H ) and C be a rectifiable
curve. Assume that problem PC has a solution v^. Then there exists c # R such
that, for almost every t # I,
g(v^(t))+E(v^$(t))=c.
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Proof. Consider the functional 8+ % , [ I(v^, ,). The minimum of such
functional is attained at the identity map id. We can apply Theorem 2.2.i
of [C] pp. 3031, proving the result. K
The following example shows that problem PC needs not always admit
a solution.
Example 2. Assume n=1, I=[0, 2], and let C be the curve
parametrized by UC (t)=t, t # I, so that AC=[v : v(t)=,(t), , # 8]. Let
g(u)=|u|, f (u$)=- 1+(u$)2. On a solution v^ it would be:
|v^(t)|+
1
- 1+(v^$)2
=c,
and this is impossible since max|v^|&min|v^|=2. However (see the example
after the uniqueness theorem) we will compute, in this case, the value of
inf
v # AC
I(v)
and we will find a pair (U C , , ), U C # AC , , # 8, that yields the infimum of
the functional.
The functional considered in Examples 1 and 2 exhibits linear growth in
the derivative. Functionals of this kind, in general, do not admit solution
among absolutely continuous functions, hence they are investigated in
larger spaces, like BV, the space of functions of bounded variation. The
solution, then, would be a function of bounded variation. It is our purpose,
instead, to describe fully the solution in term of absolutely continuos
functions. More precisely, we wish to prove the existence of a pair (u^, , ),
u^ # AC , , # 8, solution to the minimum equation
inf
v # AC
|
I
[ g(v(t))+ f (v$(t))] dt=|
I _ g(u(t))+ f \
u$(t)
,$(t)+& ,$(t) dt; (M )
such a pair, in fact, represents a generalized solution to problem PC .
Moreover, we would like for such a pair to be a solution to the following
EulerLagrange conditions
g(u(t))+E \u$(t),$(t)+c for almost every t # I,
(EL)
g(u(t))+E \u$(t),$(t)+=c for almost every t # I such that ,$(t)>0.
In this section we will prove the following
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Representation Theorem. Let C be a rectifiable curve, let f and g
satisfy assumption (H ). Then there exist U C in AC and , in 8 such that
(i) U C=UC b h, with h # 8 and such that h$ is constant on the
complement of a (possibly empty) interval Ih on which h$(t)=0 and
, $(t)=*>0; moreover the map
t [ f \U $C (t), $(t) + , $(t)
belongs to L1;
(ii) the pair (U C , , ) is a solution to (M );
(iii) there exists c # R such that (U C , , ) verifies (EL).
In the case , # 8+ (conditions for this to happen will be discussed in
section 4) the map u
*
=U C b , &1 is in AC and
|
I
[ g(u
*
(t))+ f (u$
*
(t))] dt=|
I _ g(U C (t))+ f \
U $C (t)
, $(t) +& , $(t) dt,
hence the problem P admits the solution u
*
and
g(u
*
(t))+E(u$
*
(t))=c for almost every t # I.
Proof of the representation theorem. It consists of the following steps
(theorems 14):
1. We consider the minimization problem
P8 : Minimize I(u, ,), , # 8.
for a given u # AC ; with the help of Ekeland’s principle, we define a mini-
mizing sequence satisfying EulerLagrange type conditions (theorems 1
and 2).
2. The conditions of step 1 are then used to find a limit function ,0
(Theorem 3.). In the case ,0 # 8 we set u^=u and , =,0 , thus solving this
minimization problem. In the alternative case (,0  8) we define u^ # AC and
, # 8 such that
I (u^, , )= inf
, # 8
I(u, ,).
3. Choosing u=UC , Theorem 4 shows that the pair (U C , , ) provides
the minimum of the functional I(u, ,) on AC_8 which equals the
infimum of I(v, id ) on AC , thus completing the proof.
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We begin by showing the following result that provides EulerLagrange
type conditions for suitable =minima of the functional , [ I(u, ,).
Definition. The pair (u, ,), u # W 1, (I, Rn), , # 8, is an =-solution to
the EulerLagrange conditions (=0) if there exists c # R such that,
g(u(t))+E \u$(t),$(t)+c&2= for almost every t # I, (3.1)
g(u(t))+E \u$(t),$(t)+ # [c&2=, c+2=] for almost every
t # [s # I : ,$(s)>0]. (3.2)
Theorem 1. Assume that f and g satisfy assumption (H ). Let
u # W 1, (I, Rn) and =0 and let , be a minimizer for the functional
8 % ,  I=(u, ,)=I(u, ,)+= &, $&,$&1 .
Then
(i) the map
t  E \u$(t), $(t)+
is measurable and uniformly bounded;
(ii) there exists a real constant c such that the pair (u, , ) is an
=-solution to the EulerLagrange conditions.
Proof. (a) Set I0=[t # I : , $(t)=0]: I1=[t # I : , $(t)>1], In=[t # I :
(1n), $(t)<1n&1]. There exists n* # N such that In* has positive
measure; set I*=In* . For any t such that , $(t) exists, we call n(t) the index
such that t # In(t) , and, for a positive real \, set I(t, \) to be I(t, \)=
[t, t+\]  In(t) .
To every pair (t1 , t2) we associate a family of variations; set k$ to be
k$=
+(I(t2 , $))&+(I(t1 , $))
+(I*)
,
and define
’$$(t)=/I(t1, $)(t)&/I(t2, $)(t)+k$/I*(t), ’$(t)=|
t
0
’$$(s) ds t # I.
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The following properties are true:
’$ # W 1, 0 (I, R);
&’$$&12$, &’$$ &1 for $ sufficiently small; (3.3)
lim
$  0+
k$
$
=0. (3.4)
We notice then that a variation ,  , +a’$ is admissible (i.e. , +a’$
belongs to 8) whenever the derivative of the right hand side is nonnegative.
For J a measurable subset of I, we introduce the map
a  HJ (a)=|
I _ g(u(s))+ f \
u$(s)
, $(s)+a+& (, $(s)+a) /J (s) ds.
(b) We first claim that when n(t)>0 the map a  HI(t, \)(a) is
differentiable at zero and that
d
da
HI(t, \)(a) |a=0=|
I _g(u(s))+E \
u$(s)
, $(s)+& /I(t, \)(s) ds. (3.5)
Since
1
a
(HI(t, \)(a)&HI(t, \)(0))=|
I _ g(u(s))+E \
u$(s)
, $(s)+%(s) a+& /I(t, \)(s) ds,
with %(s) # ]0, 1[, this amounts to showing that
}E \ u$(s), $(s)+%(s)a+} /I(t, \)(s)
is uniformly bounded by a constant. For any |a|12n(t)
} u$(s), $(s)+%(s) a } /I(t, \)(s)2n(t) &u$& ,
and the claim follows by the continuity of E and by dominated
convergence.
Notice that (b) holds for any , # 8. To investigate the differentiability of
HI(t, \)(a) when n(t)=0 we need the properties of , to be proved in (c).
(c) We claim that there exist reals 4>0 and **>0 such that, for
every 0<*<** and almost every s # I0 ,
E \u$(s)* +&4. (3.6)
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Fix t2 a point with n(t2)>0 and a Lebesgue point for the map
s _ g(u(s))+E \u$(s), $(s)+& /In(t2)(s);
set 4 to be
4 =def 2 _maxt # I g(t))& g(u(t2))&E \
u$(t2)
, $(t2)++2& ,
and assume by contradiction that the claim does not hold for the 4 above.
There exist S/I0 , +(S )>0, and *0>0 such that
E \u$(s)*0 +<&4 for every s # S.
Remark that, by the monotonicity of * [ E(u$(s)*), this inequality holds
for every 0<**0 . Let t1 be a point of density for S. Consider ’$ as
defined in (a). The variation ,  , +a’$ is admissible for every a and $
positive sufficiently small. Then, recalling that , is a minimum, we have
0
1
a
(I=(u, , +a’$)&I=(u, , ))
=
1
a
(HI(t1 , $)(a)&HI(t1 , $)(0))&
1
a
(HI(t2 , $)(a)&HI(t2 , $)(0))
+
1
a
(HI*(a)&HI*(0))+= &’$$ &1 .
Hence, by the mean value theorem,
0|
I _g(u(s))+E \
u$(s)
, $(s)+a%(s)+& /I(t1 , $)(s) ds
&|
I _ g(u(s))+E \
u$(s)
, $(s)&a%(s)+& /I(t2 , $)(s) ds
+|
I _ g(u(s))+E \
u$(s)
, $(s)+a%(s) k$+& k$/I*(s) ds+= &’$$&1
=J1(a, $)&J2(a, $)+J3(a, $)+= &’$$ &1
(%(s) # ]0, 1[). Consider J1(a, $); for every 0<a<*0 , writing I(t1 , $)=
(I(t1 , $) & S )  (I(t1 , $)"S ),
J1(a, $)$ max
t # I
g(u(t))&4+([t1 , t1+$] & S )+E(0) +(I(t1 , $)"S );
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Recalling that t1 is a point of density both for I(t1 , $) and S, for every a>0
and $>0 sufficiently small, we have
J1(a, $)$ \maxt # I g(u(t))&
4
2+ ;
moreover
J3(a, $)k$(max
t # I
g(u(t))+E(0)) +(I*).
Hence for every a, $ positive and sufficiently small, recalling (3.3),
0$ \maxt # I g(u(t))&
4
2+&J2(a, $)+k$(maxt # I g(u(t))+E(0)) +(I*)+2=$.
By (b), for any fixed $, the limit as a  0+ of J2(a, $) exists and we have
0$ \maxt # I g(u(t))&
4
2+&|I _ g(u(s))+E \
u$(s)
, $(s)+& /I(t2 , $)(s) ds
+k$(max
t # I
g(u(t))+E(0)) +(I*)+2=$.
Dividing by $ both sides, passing to the limit $  0+, recalling that t2 is
a Lebesgue point for s  [ g(u(s))+E(u$(s), $(s))] /In(t2)(s) and (3.4), we
have
0max
t # I
g(u(t))&
4
2
&_ g(u(t2))+E \u$(t2), (t2) +&+2=&1,
a contradiction: hence the claim is proved.
(d) Since the map *  E(u$(s)*) is monotone, the above implies that
the measurable map
s  E \u$(s)0 + /I0(s) =def lim*  0+ E \
u$(s)
* + /I0(s)
is bounded almost everywhere.
We show now the right differentiability at zero of HI(t, \) for t # I0 . We
have
1
a
(HI(t, \)(a)&HI(t, \)(0))=|
I _g(u(s))+E \
u$(s)
%(s) a+& /I(t, \)(s) ds,
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with (0<%(s)<1). Since, by (P3) and (3.6)
}E \ u$(s)%(s) a+} /I(t, \)(s)max(E(0), 4),
for 0<a**, we can pass to the limit as a  0+ obtaining
d
da
HI(t, \)(a) a=0+=|
I _ g(u(s))+E \
u$(s)
, $(s)+& /I(t, \)(s) ds. (3.7)
(e) Almost every t # I is a Lebesgue point for the map
s _ g(u(s))+E \u$(s), $(s)+& /In(t)(s).
Let (t1 , t2) be any pair of such points with n(t2)>0 and consider the family
of admissible variations as defined in point a) for sufficiently small positive
a and $. We have
0
1
a
(I=(u, , +a’$)&I=(u, , ))
=
1
a
(HI(t1 , $)(a)&HI(t1 , $)(0))&
1
a
(HI(t2 , $)(a)&HI(t2 , $)(0))
+
1
a
(HI*(a)&HI*(0))+= &’$$ &1 .
Since each term at the right hand side has a limit as a  0+, we have,
recalling (3.3), (3.5) and (3.7)
0|
I _g(u(s))+E \
u$(s)
, $(s)+& /I(t1 , $)(s) ds
&|
I _g(u(s))+E \
u$(s)
, $(s)+& /I(t2 , $)(s) ds
+k$ |
I _ g(u(s))+E \
u$(s)
, $(s)+& /I*(s) ds+2=$;
dividing by $ and passing to the limit as $  0+, recalling (3.4):
_g(u(t1))+E \u$(t1), $(t1)+&&_ g(u(t2))+E \
u$(t2)
, $(t2)+&&2=.
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In addition, in the case t1  I0 we can interchange t1 and t2 to obtain also
_g(u(t2))+E \u$(t2), $(t2)+&+&_ g(u(t1))+E \
u$(t1)
, $(t1)+&&2=.
Fix one such t2 and set
c=_ g(u(t2))+E \u$(t2), $(t2)+& ,
the above inequalities prove the theorem. K
Proposition 2. Let f, g satisfy assumption (H ) and =0. Let (u, ,) be
a =-solution of the EulerLagrange conditions with constant c. Then
cmin
t # I
g(u(t))+E(0)+2=.
Proof. Assume by contradiction c=mg, u+E(0)+=+$ for some $>0.
Consider the set
I$ =
def {t # I : g(u(t))<mg, u+$2=
The measure of I$ is positive and, by assumption, we have, for almost every
t # I$ ,
g(u(t))+E \u$(t),$(t)+mg, u+$+E(0)
i.e.
E \u$(t),$(t)+E(0)+
$
2
;
a contradiction to (P3). K
Theorem 2. Let f, g and u as in Theorem 1. There exist: a sequence
[n]n # N in 8, minimizing for problem P8 ; a real sequence =n a 0 and a con-
stant c such that, for every n # N,
(i) the map
t  E \ u$(t)$n(t)+
is measurable and uniformly bounded;
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(ii) (u, n) is a =n -solution to the EulerLagrange conditions with
constant c.
Proof. Recall that the functional I(u, } ) is lower semicontinuous on the
complete metric space 8. Consider a sequence \n a 0 and a sequence
[,n]n # N in 8 such that
I(u, ,n) inf
, # 8
I(u, ,)+\n .
By Ekeland’s principle there exists a sequence [n]n # N in 8 such that, for
any n # N, n is the minimizer of the functional
, [ I(u, ,)+\n &$n&,$&1 .
We are in the position to apply Theorem 1: hence (i) is proved. Moreover,
for every n # N there exists cn , such that (3.1) and (3.2) hold with c=cn ,
, =n and ==\n . We want to show that the sequence [cn]n # N is bounded.
The upper bound follows easily from the properties of g and E. Assume by
contradiction that there exists a subsequence cn$ a &. By (3.2) it must be
E \ u$(t)$n$(t)+
1
2
cn$
for almost every t such that $n$(t)>0; hence, in particular, for almost every
such t, |u$(t)|>0. By (P3), there exists a sequence 4n$ A + such that
&u$&|u$(t)|4n$$n$(t)
almost everywhere on [t : $n$(t)>0]. Since
|
[t : $n$(t)>0]
$n$(t) dt=T,
we have a contradiction.
Hence we can assume that cn ww
n  
c # R; setting =n=2\n+|cn&c|, (ii)
is proved. K
Theorem 3. Let f, g and u as in Theorem 1, then there exist
u^ # W 1, (I, Rn), u^tu and , # 8 such that
(i)
I (u^, , )= inf
, # 8 |I _ g(u(t))+ f \
u$(t)
,$(t)+& ,$(t) dt,
(ii) there exists c # R such that (u^, , ) is a solution to (EL).
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Proof. Let n and c as given in Theorem 2. We call
l =def lim
n  
I(u, n)=inf[I(u, ,); , # 8].
(a) Assume first c=mint # I g(u(t))+E(0)&$ ($>0). For n large
enough =n<$2; for almost every t such that $n(t)>0
g(u(t))+E \ u$(t)$n(t)+mg, u+E(0)&
$
2
,
hence
E \ u$(t)$n(t)+E(0)&
$
2
.
Recalling (P3) there exists 4>0 such that
|u$(t)|
$n(t)
4 i.e. $n(t)4&1|u$(t)|.
Hence, almost everywhere in I,
$n(t)4&1 |u$(t)|.
The sequence [$n] is integrably bounded, hence the sequence [n] is
weakly precompact in W 1, 1(I, R). Any weak limit is in 8 and, by the weak
lower semicontinuity of I (u, } ), it is a solution to the minimum problem.
(b) Consider the alternative case c=mg, u+E(0). We wish to show
that there exists a suitable minimizing sequence ,n such that ,$n converges
pointwise as well. For this purpose we might need to modify the sequence
$n on the subset of I defined as follows. Set
Imin =
def [t # I : u$(t)=0, g(u(t))=mg, u].
In the case +(Imin)=0 no modification is needed; otherwise, since the
sequences below are bounded, we can assume
|
Imin
$n(t) dt ww
n   #0,
|
Imin
g(u(t)) $n(t) dt ww
n   lmin ,
|
I
g(u(t)) $n(t) dt ww
n   lg .
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For every n # N we define ,n by setting
,$n(t)=$n(t) /I"Imin(t)+_ 1+(Imin) |Imin $n(s) ds& /Imin(t)
and
,n(t)=|
t
0
,$n(s) ds, t # I.
By easy computations ,n belongs to 8 for any n. We have
|
Imin _ g(u(t))+ f \
u$(t)
$n(t)+& $n(t) dt=(mg, u+ f (0)) |Imin $n(t) dt
=(mg, u+ f (0)) |
Imin
,$n(t) dt
=|
Imin _g(u(t))+ f \
u$(t)
,$n(t)+& ,$n(t) dt,
hence I(u, ,$n)=I(u, $n). Moreover, since for almost every t # Imin
g(u(t))+E \ u$(t)$n(t)+= g(u(t))+E \
u$(t)
,$n(t)+=c,
,n satisfies (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2, with the additional property that ,$n(t)
converges uniformly to a nonnegative constant on Imin and
|
Imin
g(u(t)) $n(t) dt=|
Imin
g(u(t)) ,$n(t) dt ww
n   lmin .
Claim 1. The sequence [,$n]n # N converges pointwise almost everywhere
to ,$0 . As a consequence, ,$0(t)0 for almost every t # I and, by Fatou’s
Lemma,
0|
I
,$0(t) dtT and 0|
I _ g(u(t))+ f \
u$(t)
,$0(t)+& ,$0(t) dtl.
Proof of Claim 1. By the above ,$n converges on Imin . From now on we
consider only t # I"Imin . Let us introduce the (extended valued) function
2(t) =def E(0)=E \u$(t)0 +
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(by (P2), 2(t)0 for almost every t and 2(t)=0 if and only if u$(t)=0)
and consider the set I2=def [t # I"Imin : g(u(t))<mg, u+2(t)]. For almost
every t # I2 , ,$n(t)>0; otherwise it would be
g(u(t))+E \u$(t)0 +c&=n=mg, u+E(0)&=n
i.e.
mg, u+2(t)g(u(t))+=n ,
this contradicts g(u(t))<mg, u+2(t). Hence
g(u(t))+E \u$(t),$n(t)+
converges uniformly to c on I2 ; in particular it cannot be u$(t)=0 since
otherwise it would be t # Imin .
By (P2) for almost every t, ,$n(t) converges to the unique positive
solution of the equation
g(u(t))+E \u$(t)* +=c.
Consider now t # [s # I"Imin : g(u(s))mg, u+2(s)]; we claim that
,$n(t)  0. Suppose, by contradiction, that there exists a subsequence
,$nj(t)  \ # ]0, +]. It would be
g(u(t))+E \u$(t)\ +=mg, u+E(0);
i.e.
g(u(t))=mg, u+E(0)&E \u$(t)0 ++E \
u$(t)
0 +&E \
u$(t)
\ +
=mg, u+2(t)+{E \u$(t)0 +&E \
u$(t)
\ += .
Again it cannot be u$(t)=0; since, by (P2), the last parenthesis is strictly
negative, we have a contradiction.
Hence Claim 1 is proved, and we have shown the almost everywhere
convergence of ,$n.
(c) Set now S=def T&I ,$0(t) dt.
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Claim 2.
lim
n   |I f \
u$(t)
,$n(t)+ ,$n(t) dt=|I f \
u$(t)
,$0(t)+ ,$0(t) dt+ f (0) S.
lim
n   |I g(u(t)) ,$n(t) dt=lg=|I g(u(t)) ,$0(t) dt+mg, uS.
Proof of Claim 2. (2a) Since
g(u(t))+E \u$(t),$n(t)+c&=n ,
there exists L # R such that
E \u$(t),$n(t)+L.
Hence, by (P4), for any M there exists 4=4(M ) such that
f \u$(t),$n(t)+ ,$n(t)4
for every n and for almost every t # [s # I : ,$n(s)M ].
(2b) The claim will be proved by defining a family of subsets of I,
[I Mn ]n # N , with the following properties that hold for every M:
(i) |
In
M
,$n(t) dt ww
n   |
I
,$0(t) dt;
(ii) |
I n
M
f \u$(t),$n(t)+ ,$n(t) dt ww
n   |
I
f \u$(t),$0(t)+ ,$0(t) dt;
(iii) |
In
M
g(u(t)) ,$n(t) dt ww
n   |
I
g(u(t)) ,$0(t) dt;
(iv) (I Mn )
c/[t # I : ,$n(t)M ].
If this is the case, in fact,
|
(In
M)c
,$n(t) dt=|
I
,$n(t) dt&|
In
M
,$n(t) dt
=T&|
In
M
,$n(t) dt ww
n   T&|
I
,$0(t) dt=S.
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Moreover we have
|
I
f \u$(t),$n(t)+ ,$n(t) dt=|I nM f \
u$(t)
,$n(t)+ ,$n(t) dt
+|
(I n
M)c
f \u$(t),$n(t)+ ,$n(t) dt ww
n   lf =
def l&lg .
Hence, by (ii),
|
(I n
M)c
f \u$(t),$n(t)+ ,$n(t) dt ww
n   Df =
def lf&|
I
f \u$(t),$0(t)+ ,$0(t) dt.
Fix =>0, we have
} |(InM)c f \
u$(t)
,$n(t)+ ,$n(t) dt&|(I nM)c f (0) ,$n(t) dt }
|
(In
M)c } f \
u$(t)
,$n(t)+& f (0) } ,$n(t) dt=,
for M sufficiently large. Hence Df= f (0)S.
Again fix =>0; let M>0 be such that
E(0)&E \u$(t)* +<=, for any *M, for almost every t # I.
Recall that, for almost every t,
g(u(t))&mg, u&_E(0)&E \u$(t),$n(t)+& # [&=n ; =n]
so that, in particular for t # (I Mn )
c
0(g(u(t))&mg, u)=n+=.
We have
} |I g(u(t)) ,$n(t) dt&|I g(u(t)) ,$0(t) dt&mg, uS }
 } |InM g(u(t)) ,$n(t) dt&|I g(u(t)) ,$0(t) dt }
+ } |(InM)c g(u(t)) ,$n(t) dt&mg, u |(InM)c ,$n(t) dt }
+mg, u } |(InM)c ,$n(t) dt&S } .
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Recalling (i) and (iii) we have, for n sufficiently large,
} |(InM)c g(u(t)) ,$n(t) dt&mg, u |(InM)c ,$n(t) dt }
(g(u(t))&mg, u) |
(I n
M)c
,$n(t) dt=+=n2=
proving the claim.
We are left to define the family [I Mn ]n # N . Set
Jn =
def {t # I : ,$n(t)<,$0(t)+1 and
f \u$(t),$n(t)+ ,$n(t)< f \
u$(t)
,$0(t)+ ,$0(t)+1=
and I Mn =
def Jn  [t # I : ,$n(t)M ]; (iii) is satisfied. Let us show that (i)
and (ii) hold as well. Since
,$n(t) /InM(t)max[,$0(t)+1, M ] /I nM(t)
and
|
In
M
,$n(t) dt=|
I
,$n(t) /InM(t) dt,
observing that the integrand converges pointwise to ,$0 almost every in I,
(i) follows by dominated convergence.
To prove (ii) fix t # I Mn : either
f \u$(t),$n(t)+ ,$n(t) f \
u$(t)
,$0(t)+ (,$0(t)+1)
or ,$n(t)M. In this second case, by (P4) and recalling point (a), we have
f \u$(t),$n(t)+ ,$n(t)4.
Hence
f \u$(t),$n(t)+ ,$n(t) /InM (t)max {4, f \
u$(t)
,$0(t)+ (,$0(t)+1)= /InM (t). (3.8)
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As above
|
In
M
f \u$(t),$n(t)+ ,$n(t) dt=|I f \
u$(t)
,$n(t)+ ,$n(t) /InM(t) dt.
The integrand in the right hand side converges pointwise almost
everywhere in I to f (u$(t),$0(t)) ,$0(t) and, by (3.8), we have (ii) by
dominated convergence.
Property (iii) is easily proved, as well, by dominated convergence. This
ends the proof of Claim 2.
(d) We will prove now that there exist u^ # W 1, (I, Rn), u^tu and
, # 8 such that I(u^, , )=l. In the case S=0, i.e. ,0 # 8, we have, by the
weak lower semicontinuity of the functional I,
| I _ g(u(t))+ f \u$(t),$0(t)+& ,$0(t) dtl
and the statement follows with u^=u and , =,0 .
Suppose then S>0 (in this case no subsequence of [,n]n # N converges
weakly in W 1, 1(I, R)). Choose t* such that g(u(t*))=mg, u and \>0 suf-
ficiently small; let \1=(2\T) t*, \2=(2\T)(T&t*), and define h # 8 by
setting:
h$(t) =def
T
T&2\
(/[0, t*&\1](t)+/[t*+\2 , T ](t)), h(t)=|
t
0
h$(s) ds, t # I.
Remark that
\1+\2=2\, h(t)#t* on [t*&\1 , t*+\2], h(T )=T.
Then we define
u^ =def u b h
and set
, $(t) =def ,$0(h(t)) h$(t) /[0, t*&\1](t)+
S
2\
/[t*&\1 , t*+\2](t)
+,$0(h(t)) h$(t) /[t*+\2 , T ](t)
, (t) = |
t
0
, $(s) ds t # I.
By easy computations , belongs to 8. Moreover, setting h=(t)=
(1&=) h(t)+=t one verifies that u^ is equivalent to u.
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We have
I(u^, , )=|
t*&\1
0 _ g(u(h(t)))+ f \
u$(h(t)) h$(t)
,$0(h(t)) h$(t)+& ,$0(h(t)) h$(t) dt
+|
T
t*+\2 _g(u(h(t)))+ f \
u$(h(t)) h$(t)
,$0(h(t)) h$(t)+& ,$0(h(t)) h$(t) dt
+|
t*+\2
t*&\1 _g(u(t*))+ f (0)&
S
2\
dt.
Computing the first two integrals by the change of variable {=h(t) we obtain
I(u^, , )=|
I _ g(u(t))+ f \
u$(t)
,$0(t)+& ,$0(t) dt+S(mg, u+ f (0)).
(e) It only remains to prove that (ii) of the theorem holds. In the
case S=0 we have that ,0 is a minimizer for the functional
8 % , [ I0(u, ,)=|
I _g(u(t))+ f \
u$(t)
,$(t)+& ,$(t) dt,
then we can apply Theorem 1 with , =,0 and ==0. By the choice of u^ and
, the property is proved.
In the case S>0 we have proved that the (modified) sequence [,n]n # N
satisfies (i) and (ii) of theorem 2 with c=mg, u+E(0) and that [,$n(s)]n # N
converges pointwise, almost everywhere in I, to ,$0(s). By the continuity of
the function * [ E(y*) it is easy to check that
g(u(s))+E \u$(s),$(s)+c for a.e. s # I,
(3.9)
g(u(s))+E \u$(s),$(s)+=c for a.e. s # I such that ,$(s)>0.
By the definition of u^ and , given above we have that, for almost every
t # ([0, t*&\1] _ [t*+\2 , T ]), u^(t)=u(h(t)), u^$(t)=u$(h(t)) h$(t), , $(t)=
,$0(h(t)) h$(t) and , $(t)=0 if and only if ,$0(h(t))=0.
Let t # ([0, t*&\1] _ [t*+\2 , T ]) be such that ,$0(h(t))>0 and (3.9)
are true for s=h(t), then
g(u^(t))+E \ u^$(t), $(t)+= g(u(h(t)))+E \
u$(h(t)) h$(t)
,$0(h(t)) h$(t)+
=g(u(h(t)))+E \u$(h(t)),$0(h(t))+=c.
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When ,$0(h(t))=0 it follows , $(t)=0 and by the definition of E(u$(t)0) we
have that
g(u^(t))+E \u^$(t)0 += g(u(h(t)))+E \
u$(h(t))
0 +c.
Choose now t # [t*&\1 , t*+\2]. Again by the definition we have
u^(t)=u(h(t))=u(t*), u^$(t)=0, g(u^(t))= g(u(t*))=mg, u and , $(t)=S2\
so that
g(u^(t))+E \u^$(t), $(t)+=mg, u+E(0)=c. K
It is convenient, at this point, to introduce the following special subset
of 8.
Definition.
8S =
def {h # 8 : h$(t)= TT&+(Ih) /I"Ih(t), for an interval Ih/I= .
Remarks. 1. In the above definition, when +(Ih)=0, h coincides with
the identity map in 8.
2. Point (d) of the proof of Theorem 3 shows that the map u^ is
obtained as u^=u b h where h belongs to 8S and h(Ih)=t* where
g(u(t*))=mg, u .
This remark and Theorem 3 imply the following
Corollary 1. Let C be a curve, let f, g satisfy assumption (H ). Then
there exist , # 8 and h # 8S , such that, setting U C=UC b h,
(i) I(U C , , )=inf, # 8 I(UC , ,);
(ii) there exists c # R such that (U C , , ) satisfies (EL);
(iii) whenever Ih is nontrivial
h(Ih)=h*C =
def
min[t # I : g(UC (t))=min
s # I
g(UC (s))].
Theorem 4 below shows that the pair (U C , , ) solves equation (M ). For
its proof we need a few lemmas.
Lemma 1. Let v in L(I, Rn) and h # 8. Then there exists a sequence
[hn]n # N in 8
+ such that:
(i) h$n(t)h$(t)+1 for almost every t # I,
(ii) v(hn(t)) h$n(t)  v(h(t)) h$(t) for almost every t # I.
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Proof. We can assume &v&>0 and +([t # I : h$(t)=0])>0 since
otherwise there is nothing to prove. Set I+=def [t # I : h$(t) 12]; for
0<’< 12 we define
I’ =
def [t # I : h$(t)’], #’ =
def ’+(I’)
+(I+)
;
h$’(t) =
def h$(t)+’/I’(t)&#’/I+(t), h’(t) =
def |
t
0
h$’({) d{, t # I.
It is easy to see that h’ belongs to 8+ (h$’(t)’), that h$’(t)h$(t)+1
almost everywhere in I and that h$’ converges to h$, pointwise and in
L1(I, R), as ’ goes to zero.
We claim that
lim
’  0+
&(v b h’) h$’&(v b h) h$&1=|
I
|v(h’(t)) h$’(t)&v(h(t)) h$(t)| dt=0,
so that the statement of the lemma will follow by passing to subsequences.
Consider [vk]k # N , a sequence in C(I, R
n), such that
&vk&2&v& , and lim
k  
vk (t)=v(t) for almost every t # I;
(in particular vk  v in L1).
Take =>0 and set \==16T &v&, we have
|
I
|v(h’(t)) h$’(t)&v(h(t) h$(t)| dt|
I
|v(h’(t)) h$’(t)&vk (h’(t)) h$’(t)| dt
+|
I
|vk (h’(t)) h$’(t)&vk (h(t)) h$(t)| dt
+|
I
|vk (h(t)) h$(t)&v(h(t)) h$(t)| dt
=J1(k, ’)+J2(k, ’)+J3(k).
We first estimate J1(k, ’). By the change of variable {=h’(t) we have
J1(k, ’)=|
I
|vk ({)&v({)| d{
and then it is possible to fix k$= # N such that, for any kk$= , J1(k, ’)=4.
To estimate J3(k) consider the set I\=[t # I : h$(t)\]: we claim that
for almost every t # I"I\ , vk (h(t)) converges to v(h(t)) as k goes to infinity.
Call S the set [t # I"I\ : vk (h(t)) does not converge to v(h(t))]; since
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h(S )/[{ # I : vk ({) does not converge to v({)], +(h(S ))=0. Consider an
arbitrary Lebesgue covering [Ji]i # N of h(S ); since h is continuous and
nondecreasing, for every index i, we can write Ji=h(Ii) where [Ii]i # N is a
Lebesgue covering of S; we have
:

i=1
+(Ji)= :

i=1
|
Ii
h$({) d{ :

i=1
|
Ii & S
h$({) d{|
S
h$({) d{\+(S ).
Hence +(h(S ))\+(S ), and then +(S )=0, as claimed.
Write
J3(k)=|
I\
|vk (h(t)) h$(t)&v(h(t)) h$(t)| dt
+|
I"I\
|vk (h(t)) h$(t)&v(h(t)) h$(t)| dt
=J$3(k)+J"3(k).
The integrand in J"3(k) is bounded by 4 &v& h$ # L1(I, R) and, as we have
remarked above, converges to zero almost everywhere. Hence we can fix
k"= # N such that J"3(k)=4 for every kk"=. Moreover
J$3(k)=|
I\
|vk (h(t) h$(t)&v(h(t) h$(t)| dt4 &v&\=
=
4
.
Hence, for kk"= , J3(k)=2.
We are left to estimate J2(k, ’). Take k= # N, k=>max(k$= , k"=); since vk=
is continuous and h’(t) www
’  0+ h(t) for every t # I, vk=(h’(t)) www
’  0+
vk=(h(t)) for every t # I. Hence the integrand in J2(k= , ’) converges to zero
almost everywhere and is integrably bounded; as a consequence we can
choose ’=>0 (depending on k=) such that, for ’<’= , J2(k= , ’)=4.
Finally, for 0<’<’= we have
J1(k= , ’)+J2(k= , ’)+J3(k=)=.
and this concludes the proof. K
Lemma 2. Let f,g satisfy assumption (H ), let u be in W 1, (I, Rn). Then,
given =>0, there exist $>0 and ,$ # 8 such that
(i) ,$$(t)$ for almost every t # I;
(ii) I(u, ,$)inf, # 8 I(u, ,)+=.
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Proof. Recalling Theorem 2 we infer the existence of an element , # 8
and of 4>0 such that
I(u, ,) inf
 # 8
I(u, )+
=
2
and
E \u$(t),$(t)+&4.
As in Lemma 1, for 0<$< 12, we define
I$=[t # I : ,$(t)$], I+={t # I : ,$(t)12= , #$=
$+(I$)
+(I+)
and
,$$ (t)=,$(t)+$/I$(t)&#$/I+(t), ,$ (t)=|
t
0
,$$ (s) ds, t # I.
The map ,$ belongs to 8+, ,$$ (t)$ for almost every t # I, and we have
I(u, ,$)&I(u, ,)=|
I+
g(u(t))(&#$) dt+|
I$
g(u(t)) $ dt
+|
I+
E \ u$(t),$(t)&%(t) #$+ (&#$) dt
+|
I$
E \ u$(t),$(t)+%(t) $+ $ dt
(%(t) # ]0, 1[). We observe that, by (P2),
E(0)E \ u$(t),$(t)+%(t) $+E \
u$(t)
,$(t)+&4
almost everywhere on I$ ; moreover, by the choice of I+ , for $ small there
exists a constant M>0 such that
}E \ u$(t),$(t)&%(t) #$+}M
on I+. Hence we have
|I(u, ,$)&I(u, ,)|[max
t # I
g(u(t))+max(E(0), M, 4)] ($+#$),
and this proves the lemma since #$ goes to zero as $ goes to zero. K
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This Lemma implies in particular the following result:
Corollary 2. Let f, g satisfy assumption (H ), let u be in W 1, (I, Rn).
Then
inf
, # 8+
I(u, ,)= inf
, # 8
I(u, ,).
Lemma 3. Let C be a curve and f, g satisfy assumption (H ). Let u in
AC & W 1, (I, Rn). Then
inf
, # 8
I(u, ,) inf
, # 8
I(UC , ,).
Proof. Write u=UC b h with h # 8 & W 1, (I, R). Applying Lemma 1
with v=U $C we infer the existence of a sequence [hn]n # N in
8+ & W 1, (I, R) such that
(i) &h$n &&h$&+1,
(ii) (UC b hn)$(t)=U $C (hn(t)) h$n(t) ww
n   U $C (h(t)) h$(t)=u$(t), for
almost every t # I.
Take =>0, and let $ and ,$ as in Lemma 2; let us consider
I(UC b hn , ,$)=|
I _ g(UC (hn(t))+ f \
U $C (hn(t)) h$n(t)
,$ (t) +& ,$ (t) dt. (3.10)
Since
}U $C (hn(t)) h$n(t),$ (t) }
(LCT)(&h$&+1)
$
,
there exists a positive constant M such that the integrand at the right hand
side of (3.10) is bounded by M,$ # L1(I, R). By the pointwise convergence
of hn , by the continuity of UC , f, g and by (ii), we have, by dominated
convergence,
I(UC , ,$ b h&1n )=I(UC b hn , ,$) ww
n  
I(u, ,$).
Hence, for n sufficiently large, we have
I(UC , ,$ b h&1n ) inf
, # 8
I(u, ,)+2=,
and this proves the lemma. K
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Lemma 4. Let C be a curve and v in AC . Then there exist
u # AC & W 1, (I, Rn) and  # 8+ such that v=u b .
Proof. Since we can write v=UC b , with , # 8, it is sufficient to prove
that , can be written as
,=h b ,
with h # 8 & W 1, (I, R) and  # 8+. This can be done (for example) by
setting I0=def [t # I : ,$(t)=0], and defining;
$(t) =def /I0(t)+
T&+(I0)
T
,$(t) /I"I0(t), (t)=|
t
0
$({) d{, t # I;
(remark that  belongs to 8+) and
h$((t)) =def
T
T&+(I0)
/I"I0(t), h(t)=|
t
0
h$({) d{, t # I.
Obviously h$ belongs to L and
h$((t)) $(t)=,$(t) for almost every t # I. K
Theorem 4. Let C be a curve and f, g satisfy assumption (H ), let U C
and , given by Corollary 1. Then
I(U C , , = inf
v # AC
inf
, # 8
I(v, ,)= inf
v # AC
I(v, id ).
Proof. Let v in AC . Given =>0, take , # 8 such that
I(v, , ) inf
, # 8
I(v, ,)+=.
By Lemma 4 we can write v=u b  with u # AC & W 1, (I, Rn) and  # 8+;
then, using Lemma 3 and Theorem 3:
inf
, # 8
I(v, ,)+=I(u b , , )=I(u, , b &1)
 inf
, # 8
I(u, ,) inf
, # 8
I(UC , ,)=I(U C , , ).
Hence
I(U C , , ) inf
, # 8
I(v, ,),
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and then, since v is arbitrary,
I(U C , , ) inf
v # AC
inf
, # 8
I(v, ,).
To end the proof of the theorem we remark that, recalling (2.1), Proposi-
tion 1, (2.2), Corollary 2 and Corollary 1, we have
inf
v # AC
I(v, id )= inf
, # 8
I(UC b ,, id ) inf
, # 8+
I(UC b ,, id )
= inf
, # 8+
I(UC , ,)= inf
, # 8
I(UC , ,)=I(U C , , ).
Since, obviously, we have
inf
v # AC
I(v, id ) inf
v # AC
inf
, # 8
I(v, ,),
the theorem is proved. K
4. Uniqueness and Existence Results
Definition. Given a curve C, we call a pair (u, ,) # AC_8 standard if:
1. u=UC b h with h # 8S ;
2. in case h{id, h(Ih)=h*C and there exist ; # R+ such that ,$(t)=;,
for t # Ih .
The uniqueness property provided by the following theorem holds in the
class of standard pairs.
Uniqueness Theorem. Let f and g satisfy assumptions (H ) and C be a
curve. Let (u1 , ,1) and (u2 , ,2) be standard pairs satisfying (EL) with con-
stants c1 and c2 . Then c1=c2 and there exist  in 8+ such that
u2=u1 b  and ,2=,1 b .
Proof. (a) Let (u1 , ,1) and (u2 , ,2) be standard pairs satisfying (EL).
It cannot happen that +(Ih2)>0 while +(Ih1)=0. Assume it is so; hence, by
definition, u1=UC so that u2=u1 b h2 . Recall, for future use, that on Ih2 ,
,$2(t)=;>0.
Let us write I=I1 _ Ih2 _ I2 , where Ii are intervals, one of them possibly
empty. For almost every h # I such that ,$1(h)>0,
g(u1(h))+E \u$1(h),$1(h)+=c1 .
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By setting h=h2(t), for almost every t # [I1 _ I2] & [t : ,$1(h2(t))>0], we
have
g(u1(h2(t)))+E \u$1(h2(t)),$1(h2(t))+=c1 ,
while for almost every t # I
g(u1(h2(t)))+E \u$1(h2(t)) h$2(t),$2(t) +c2 .
Hence for t # [I1 _ I2] & [t : ,$1(h2(t))>0]
E \u$1(h2(t)) h$2(t),$2(t) +&E \
u$1(h2(t)) h$2(t)
,$1(h2(t)) h$2(t)+c2&c10
so that
,$2(t),$1(h2(t)) h$2(t).
Recalling that h2(Ih2)=h*C ,
T=|
I
,$1(h) dh=|
I
,$1(h) /[h : ,$1(h)>0] dh
=|
h*C
0
,$1(h) /[h : ,$1(h)>0] dh+|
T
h*C
,$1(h )/[h : ,$1(h)>0] dh
=|
I1
,$1(h2(t)) /[t : ,$1(h2(t))>0]h$2(t) dt+|
I2
,$1(h2(t)) /[t : ,$1(h2(t))>0]h$2(t) dt
|
I1
,$2(t) dt+|
I2
,$2(t) dt<|
I
,$2(t) dt=T
(the last inequality coming from the remark on ,$2), a contradiction. Hence
+(Ihi) are both zero or both positive.
(b) We claim now that there exists  # 8+ such that u2=u1 b  and
 is constant on Ih2 .
In the case +(Ih1)=+(Ih2)=0, we have u1=u2=UC and =id. In the case
+(Ih1)>0, +(Ih2)>0,  is a piecewise transformation mapping Ih2 onto Ih1 .
One can verify that the following  has the required property:
$(t)=
+(Ih1)
+(Ih2)
/Ih2(t)+
T&+(Ih1)
T&+(Ih2)
/I"Ih2(t), (t)=|
t
0
$({) d{, t # I.
We claim that c1=c2 and ,2=,1 b .
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We consider the pairs (u1 b , ,2) and (u1 b , ,1 b ). Both of them satisfy
(EL), the former with constant c2 , the latter with constant c1 . Set
Z1=[t # I"Ih2 : (,1 b )$ (t)=0] and Z2=[t # I"Ih2 : ,$2(t)=0]. We remark
that when +(Z1"Z2)>0 it follows c2>c1 and analogously when
+(Z2"Z1)>0 it follows c1>c2 . In fact, consider the case +(Z1"Z2)>0; for
almost every t # (Z1"Z2) it is
g(u1((t)))+E \u$1((t)) $(t)0 +c1
g(u1((t)))+E \u$1((t)) $(t),$2(t) +=c2 ;
then, by (P3),
0>E \u$1((t)) $(t)0 +&E \
u$1((t)) $(t)
,$2(t) +c1&c2 ,
and the remark is proved. Obviously then not both sets can have positive
measure, but it cannot happen either that only one has positive measure:
assume +(Z1 "Z2)>0 while +(Z2"Z1)=0, so that Z2/Z1 . In this case
c2>c1 . Remark that, when +(Ihi)>0, ci=mg, UC+E(0). Hence +(Ih1) and
+(Ih2) cannot be both positive, otherwise c1=c2=mg, UC+E(0); so
+(Ih2)=+(Ih1)=0. Then, everywhere, except in Z2 , ,$2>(,1 b )$, while in
Z2 both are zero. This contradicts
|
I
,$2(t) dt=|
I
(,1 b )$ (t) dt=T.
Hence the only possible case is Z1=Z2 . Assume first +(Ih2)=0. It
cannot be that c1{c2 . In case c2>c1 , for instance, we would have
,$2(t)>(,1 b )$ (t) for every t except on Z1 , where both ,$2 and (,1 b )$ are
zero, again a contradiction. So in this case c1=c2 and u1=u2 . In the case
+(Ih2)>0 (and also +(Ih1)>0), we have c1=c2 so that, outside Ih2 ,
(,1 b )$=,$2 ; since the integrals of (,1 b )$ and ,$2 are the same and both
are constant on Ih2 , the uniqueness is proved. K
Corollary 3. A standard pair satisfying (EL) is a solution to the mini-
mum equation (M ).
Proof. The pair (U C , , ) given by Corollary 1 is standard, solves the
minimum equation (M ) and satisfies (EL). Given another standard pair,
by the uniqueness theorem and by the change of variable theorem, we have
the result. K
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As an application of Corollary 3, consider the following example.
Example 3. Let f, g, C, and I as in Example 2. We prove now that
inf
v # AC
I(v)=3+
?
4
.
Moreover, we have the following representation of the infimum
inf
v # AC
I(v)=I(U C , , ),
where
U C (t)=2t&2/[1, 2](t)
, $(t)=/[0, 1](t)+
2(3&2t)
- 1&(3&2t)2
/[1, 32](t)
, (t)=|
t
0
, $({) d{ t # [0, 2].
To prove the last equality it is sufficient to show that the pair (U C , , )
satisfies (EL). In fact, it is easy to check that
g(U C (t))+E \U $C(t), $(t) +=1 t # _0,
3
2&
g(U C (t))+E \U $C(t), $(t) +1 t # _
3
2
, 2& .
Now, to evaluate the infimum, we compute
I (U C , , )=|
1
0
f (0) dt+|
32
1
(2t&2)
2(3&2t)
- 1&(3&2t)2
dt
+|
32
1
2
- 1&(3&2t)2
dt+|
2
32
2 lim
*  0
- *2+4 dt
=1+1&
?
4
+
?
2
+1=3+
?
4
.
To prove existence of a minimum for problem PC one has to show that
the map , , provided by the representation theorem, is in 8+. In this
case the minimum is attained at U C b (, )&1. The following is a sufficient
condition.
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Existence Theorem. Let C be a rectifiable curve, let f and g satisfy
assumption (H ), moreover assume that f is rotational invariant. Assume that
either
E =
def E \ |U $C (t)|0 +=&
or
diam[g(UC (t)) : t # I ]E \LCT +&E .
Then, for almost every t # I, , $(t)>0.
Proof. Consider c, , , u^ as provided by the representation theorem.
Assume there exists I0 , +(I0)>0, such that, for t # I0 , , $(t)=0 and
g(u^(t))+E( |u^$(t)|0)c.
(i) It cannot be that there exists c+>c such that g(u^(t))+Ec+
for t # I0 . Otherwise since the image of I by g(u^(t))+E is connected, there
would exist a point in I"I0 and hence, by continuity, an interval
I&/(I"I0), such that g(u^(t))+E>c, for t # I. However a. everywhere
in I& ,
c= g(u^(t))+E \ |u^$(t)|, $(t) +>g(u^(t))+E>c.
(ii) It follows that for every =>0 there exists t= in I0 such that
cg(u^(t))+Ec+=, i.e.
g(u^(t=))=c&E+%=, 0%1.
Hence, for almost every t in I"I0 ,
E \LCT +&E| g(u^(t=))&g(u^(t))|= } c&E+%=+E \
|u^$(t)|
, $(t) +&c }
= }E \ |u^$(t)|, $(t) +&E+%= }E \
|u^$(t)|
, $(t) +&E&=.
Since = was arbitrary, for almost every t in I"I0 ,
E \ |u^$(t)|, $(t) +E \
LC
T + .
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By the monotonicity of E,
|u^$(t)|
, $(t)

LC
T
or , $(t)
T
LC
|u^$(t)|.
Hence
|
T
0
, $(t) dt<
T
LC |
T
0
|u^$(t)| dt=T,
a contradiction to , # 8. Hence +(I0)=0. K
Remarks. (1) For a curve C of length LC , the above criterion is
always satisfied, besides the case E=&, when: diam[g(u(t))]<
E(0)&E and T is sufficiently large.
(2) The functional described in Example 1 fulfills the assumptions of
the Existence theorem: LC=1, diam[g(UC)]= 16 , E(1)=1- 2.
The following theorem 5 is an application of the previous theorem to the
classical problem of the calculus of variations
(P1) minimize |
I
[ g(u(t))+ f (u$(t))] dt u(0)=a u(T )=b,
u # W 1, 1(I, Rn).
Is our purpose to show that the usual assumption of coercitivity for this
minimum problem can be lowered to the assumption that the function E
diverges. It is known (see for example [AAB], [Cl2]) that when f has
superlinear growth, the function E diverges.
An example of a function f having linear growth and such that
E( y)  & as | y|  + is given by the convex function
f : R  R, f (x)={ |x|&- |x|&14
|x| 14
0|x|< 14 .
For this function we have
E(x)=&12 - |x|, ( |x| 14).
This function fulfills the growth assumptions of the following theorem.
As a consequence of the previous results we obtain the following exist-
ence theorem. This theorem can be compared with other results such as
those contained in [Cl2], [CL].
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Theorem 5. Assume that f and g satisfy assumption (H ). In addition
assume that there exist real constants A and B, B>0, such that
f (!)&A+B |!|
and
lim
|!|  +
E(!)=&.
Then problem (P1) admits a solution u* in W
1, (I, Rn).
Proof. Let [un]n # N be a minimizing sequence for problem P1 in
W 1, 1(I, Rn). Let Cn be the curve described by un . By the previous result the
problem P1 restricted to ACn has a solution. Without loss of generality we
can assume un itself to be such a solution. Hence un satisfies
g(un(t))+E(u$n(t))=cn for almost every t # I.
We claim that [un]n # N is weakly* precompact in W
1, (I, Rn).
This is true in the case there exists a real c* such that cn  c*. In fact,
it cannot be that: there exist a sequence [kn]n # N , kn  +, and sets In ,
+(In)>0, such that g(un(t))kn for t # In . By the continuity of g on Rn we
would have |un(t)|Nn for t # In , with Nn  +. Hence, for t in In ,
|
T
0
|u$n(s)| ds } |
t
0
u$n(s) ds}=|un(t)&a|  +.
It follows that
|
T
0
f (u$n(s)) ds&AT+B |
T
0
|u$n(s)| ds  +
i.e. [un] is not a minimizing sequence. Then kn and In as above do not exist
and (for n sufficiently large) for almost every t # I,
g(un(t))k
for a suitable real k. Then we have, for almost every t # I
E(u$n(t))c&g(un(t))c&k.
By our assumption on E, |u$n(t)|D for some D, almost every in I.
Moreover, |un(t)|a+&u$n &1 and the claim is proved in this case.
The alternative case, i.e. that there exists a subsequence [un$]n$ # N such
that cn$  &, cannot happen. In fact we would have
E(u$n$(t))=cn$&g(un$(t))cn$  &
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hence for almost every t # I, |u$n$(t)|!n$  + and [un$] would not be
minimizing, hence [un] would not be a minimizing sequence.
The result follows from the convexity of the map f. K
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